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Wikimedia Italia
http://www.wikimedia.it/

Wikimedia Italia (WMI, Associazione di Promozione Sociale), is the italian chapter of the no-profit Wikimedia Foundation.

Free information and culture for humankind



www.openstreetmap.org

Wikimedia Italia since 2016 is also the italian chapter of the

no-profit OpenStreetMap Foundation.

The project that creates and distributes

free geographic data for the world

OpenStreetMap:

The free wiki map of the world



www.openstreetmap.org

Born in 2004 has a filosophy very similar to Wikipedia

OpenStreetMap is a free editable map of the world, but mainly is

a free geographic database

Data are available under the Open Database Licence

https://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/

Maps from openstreetmap.org have a CC BY-SA license

Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0

You can use OpenStreetMap for business too



Some boring license paragraph about licenses

OpenStreetMap® is open data

You are free to copy, distribute, transmit and adapt our data, as long as you credit OpenStreetMap and its contributors.

If you alter or build upon our data, you may distribute the result only under the same licence.

The cartography in our map tiles, and our documentation, are licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 lice

How to credit OpenStreetMap

We require that you use the credit “© OpenStreetMap contributors”.

Please please, do attribute OpenStreetMap

https://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright/



Where the data come from

From the crowd
Every registered user has the same rights to

create, modify, sometimes delete objects (no admin or moderator).

Most of them (us) neither have professional tools nor particular skills.

Data import from compatible databases
But you have be careful at: license issues, old data, conflate with existing data.

And you must to: document, discuss and agree the import with local and global community



How the data are produced/derived

●standard grade gps

●app (with or without gps aid)

●photos

●observation on the field (Fieldpapers)

●Mapillary/OpenStreetCam

●local knowledge

●aerial and satellite imagery

Often not by a simple measure/technique.

And we use an wiki approach heuristic approach



How data are organized

Thousands category?

How many hundreds of layer are need?



How data are organized

Thousands category?

How many hundreds of layer are need?

No layer at all !!



How data are organized

OpenStreetMap was designed to be simple

The basic components are:

● nodes (defining points in space)

● ways (defining linear features and area boundaries)

● relations (which are sometimes used to explain how other elements work together).

No polygons, no areas

All of the above can have one or more associated tags (which describe the meaning of a particular element).



Node: a tree, a fire_hydrant, a peak, ... is identified with a node with, at very least, one 

label (tag)

A node is a node is a node

OpenStreetMap elements: node



way: two or more (max 2000) nodes joined make a way

Polygons are created just closing a way on itself

Way



relation

Tramway line

Long footpath

Relations act as data containers



OpenStreetMap infrastructure



TAGS

Tags are identified by a key and a value

e.g.: a restaurant is (at least)

amenity=restaurant

Here the list with the officially acknowledged tags

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Map_Features

How much a key is used? https://taginfo.openstreetmap.org/



Wiki approach

The first user could also do a very basic mapping, later other users can improve, integrate, or delete information.



OpenStreetMap (OSM) is resilient

OSM database keep the whole history.

If a mistake or a deletion occur you can ‘revert’ one or more objects to a former state.



Who: user lcmortensen – when: 5 years ago

what: analyze the changeset – how: with Potlatch editor



How many contributors

Registered and active members

Average user activity in Italy



Community

Do you want an updated and healhty map? Grown a local community!

Every country has a national mailing list.

Many of them have regional’s too.

https://lists.openstreetmap.org/listinfo/talk-it

Starting point for documentation

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Main_Page

Other useful links

https://forum.openstreetmap.org/

https://switch2osm.org/

http://learnosm.org/



What kind of data are in OSM
There’s virtually no limit to the categories of data you can insert in OSM database.

We use to record route too (bus, train, vessel, pilgrimage, ...)

Every kind of information (unusual too) …



Objects in OSM

… and I mean every kind

Fire hydrant mapped in Italy (16671 so far); waste basket (12347)



Figures
The ‘planet’ file is now 65Gb when compressed

Europe is 20,4Gb, Italy 1,3Gb

Statistics about some objects

Source http://taginfo.openstreetmap.org/

Building 281 293 283

School 910 427

Bench 869 758

Peak 513 832

Hospital 141 393



OSM Editor

ID is a not so powerful but easy to use editor



OSM Editor

JOSM is the most used editor: powerful and with a lot of plugins



Add info from apps

Just a couple apps we use to add information

Maps.me Wheelmap



Add info from apps

Sometimes we use gamification effect to add details to the database: StreetComplete app



Easy to use, easy to contribute

Low cost tools

No special skills required



Easy to use, easy to contribute

The average tool is a smartphone with some apps.

This one is called Geopaparazzi



Very low cost tools

Also without any GPS ...



Near no skill required

… just some paper and pencil



Aid by sister projects

Several kind of data acquisition ….. (AI from Mapillary)



Get OpenStreetMap data

Free data and maps always available to everyone

http://download.geofabrik.de/

http://osm-estratti.wmflabs.org/estratti/

From API etc...



Quality Assurance

OsmInspector and osmose: show potential error on several object category



Quality Assurance

Keepright: another good tool



Quality Assurance

Monitoring activities. We can select an area and get Feed too.



Quality Assurance

What kind of user is?



Quality Assurance

Tools and people: Mapbox data team



Map compare



Map compare



OpenStreetMap and the emergency

Collaborative tool for remote mapping



OpenStreetMap and the emergency

We can activate the community within minutes

http://osmit-tm.wmflabs.org/



OpenStreetMap and the emergency
In the aftermath of the 24 August 2016 eartquake italian community answered 

immediately. Wikimedia Italia by the “Tasking Manager” tool created a task starting to 

map the affected region.



OpenStreetMap  and the emergency
The day after we got updated satellite imagery and in a few hours we mapped collapsed 

bridges, blocked roads and the first tent camps.

OpenStreetMap for several weeks was the only map with updated information.



OpenStreetMap  and the emergency



What we are doing

28 – 30 July, the next global OpenStreetMap meeting in Milan



Thanks for your kindly attention

The simple rule in Openstreetmap are:

Don’t copy from data or maps not OdbL compatible

Have fun

Alessandro Palmas

Project manager OpenStreetMap for Wikimedia Italia

@Ale_Zena_IT

This presentation is released in


